The Telephone and Gallantry: A Soap Opera

Elisa Fraser Wilson, University of Texas at El Paso
UTE P Department of Music's
MUSIC THEATRE COMPANY
Presents

COMEDY TONIGHT!

THE TELEPHONE
by Gian-Carlo Menotti

GALLANTRY: A SOAP OPERA
by Douglas Moore

Thursday, February 8, 9, 10 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 11 2:30 p.m.

Fox Fine Arts Recital Hall
PROGRAM

The Telephone

Cast of Characters
   Ben - Luis Ramos
   Lucy - Alejandra Pedraza

TIME: Present
PLACE: Ben and Lucy’s Apartment

INTERMISSION

Gallantry: A Soap Opera

Cast of Characters (in order of appearance)
   The Announcer - Belinda Saenz, Isabel Velazquez
   Dr. Gregg, the Doctor - Charlie Aldaz
   Lola, the Anesthetist - Elisa Gomez, April Reneau
   Donald, Lola’s Fiancée - Andrew Braid, William Gilbert
   Billy Boy Girls - Malori Cade, Sophie Thrush, Veronica Torres

TIME: 1950s
PLACE: TV Soundstage

Staff
   Dr. Elisa Fraser Wilson, director/conductor
   Dr. Margaret Hagedorn, accompanist/coach
   Patricia Ann Provence, rehearsal accompanist/coach
   Kimberley Wolfenbarger Nakamoto, assistant director, stage manager
   Belinda Aimé Saenz, choreographer
   Adrian Marquez, technical coordinator
   Erin Evans, Music Theatre administrative assistant, production assistant
   Luis Ramos, Music Theatre Student Outreach/Recruitment assistant

Production Crew
   Adrian Marquez, set construction, lighting design
   Christopher Holguin, painting
   Jorge Muñoz, lightboard operator, lighting design
   Travis Aikman, spotlight operator
   Aaron Hernandez, spotlight operator
   Hector Olea, sound design
   Elisa Wilson, Sharon Jordan, Cast, costumes
   Luis Ramos, Karla Urias, Abraham Villa, supertitle translations
   Luis Ramos, supertitle formatting
   Abraham Villa, supertitle formatting and operation
   Kimberley Wolfenbarger Nakamoto, propmistress
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